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HIGH COURT FORM NO.(J) 2 
HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 

IN THE COURT OF THE ADDL. DISTRICT  JUDGE -2(FTC),  TINSUKIA 
 

 

District         : Tinsukia. 

 
Present  :  Sri J.K  Das, AJS, 
   Addl. District Judge-2(FTC), 
   Tinsukia. 
 

Title Suit (M) Case No. 105 of 2021 
On Thursday, the 28th    day July, 2022 

 
 

        Smt.  Rita  Yadav (Aged about 30 Yrs.), 

               D/o.  Sri  Parmeshwar  Yadav, 

               W/o. Sri Rajesh  Yadav,    

               R/o. Natun  Balijan,  Sunpura, 

               P.O. Natun  Balijan,   

               P.S. Cheng  Chup  Chariali, 

               District - Tinsukia, Assam....................Petitioner.                

                                               
                                      -Versus- 

        Sri Rajesh  Yadav,    

               S/o Sri  Shre  Ram  yadav, 

               R/o.  Panitola  Natun  Basti, 

               P.O. Panitola, 

               P.S  &  Dist.  Tinsukia, Assam………...Respondent    

                                

This suit came  for final hearing on 28.07.2022 in  the  

presence of : 
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   For the Petitioner      :   Sri  L.  Barua, Advocate, 

  For the Respondent   :   Sri  M.  Chakraborty,  Advocate. 

 

         And  having  stood  for  consideration  to  this  day  

the  Court delivered the following Judgment. 

 

 

 J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

 

1.           This  suit  is  filed  by petitioner, Smt.  Rita  

Yadav    against  the  respondent, Sri Rajesh  Yadav     

U/s. 13(1)(ia) of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955  for 

grant  of  decree of divorce  between  the  petitioner 

namely, Smt.  Rita  Yadav    against  the  respondent, 

Sri Rajesh  Yadav.      

 

2.           The  brief case  of  the  petitioner  is  that   she 

is  the  legally married wife  of the  respondent  and  

their marriage  was  solemnized  on  12/05/2019   

according  to  Hindu rites and  customs. After the  

marriage, the  Respondent  took  the Petitioner  to his 

house and  everything  remained  peaceful  for  about  

a  month. Thereafter  the Respondent  started  

demanding  dowry  from  the  petitioner and  started 

physical  and  mental torture  upon  her after  

consumption  of  liquor.  The  respondent  started  

quarreling  with  the petitioner  on  her  no  fault  and  

used  filthy  remarks   about  her  character.  The  
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respondent  and  the  in-laws  of  the  petitioner  

started  demanding  dowry  from  the  parents  of  

petitioner   at  regular  intervals.  

 

3.           That owing  to  differences  in  temperament,  

habits,  tastes,  thoughts  and  increasing  

incompatibility  the  relationship  between  the  

Petitioner  and  the  respondent  deteriorated  and  

frequent  quarrels  resulted   and  the  petitioner   had  

to  face  assault. Hence  the  petitioner   left her  

matrimonial  home  on  06.06.2019  and  till  then  she    

is  residing  at  her  parents’  house  as  living  with  

the  respondent  become  a  danger  for  her.  

Thereafter  the  respondent  stop  contacting  the  

petitioner.  The  respondent  had  not  taken  any  pain  

to  return  the  petitioner  back  to  her  matrimonial  

home. From  the  attitude of  the  respondent  it  is  

seen  that  he  is  neglecting  the  petitioner  and  he  

does  not  want  to  keep  the  petitioner  and  also 

avoiding from  paying maintenance to  her.  

 

4.           That  due  these   hostile,  barbaric ,  cruel, 

inhuman  and  untoward  attitude  of  the  respondent   

the  relation  between  the  parties  had  got  barren. 

The petitioner  tried  her  level  best  to  maintain  the  

cordial  relation  with  the  respondent  and  his  

family  members  during  her  stay  at her  

matrimonial  house,  but  all  her  efforts  went in  vain  

due  to  the  acts  and  deeds  of  the  respondent  
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and for  this  reason,  the  marriage  between  the  

parties  have  irretrievably  broken  down. 

 
5.           The  petitioner  has   no  source  of  income  of  

her  own. She  is  completely  dependent  on  her 

parents  for  livelihood.  On  the  other  hand,  the  

Respondent  is  a  serviceman  and  he  is  earning  

Rs. 60,000/-  per  month.  He  is  fully  responsible  

and  liable  for  day  to  day  maintenance  of  the  

Petitioner. The  petitioner  has claimed  Rs. 

25,00,000.00  as  permanent  alimony  and  she  

requires  Rs. 20,000/- for  necessary  expenses  and 

Rs. 25,000/-  towards  her  maintenance. 

          

6.          The  cause  of  action  of  this  suit  arose  on  

12.05.2019 -  being  the  date  of  marriage,  on 

06/06/2019 when  the  petitioner  left  her  

matrimonial  home  and  on  various  dates  when  the  

respondent  and  her in-laws treated  the  petitioner  

with  cruelty  and  on  the  date  when  she  was  

compelled  to  leave   the    matrimonial  home  and  

such  other  date  or  dates  thereafter  and  when  

the  respondent  deserted  the  petitioner  

 
7.           As such, the petitioner  has prayed for 

dissolution  of  marriage and a decree of divorce  of  

marriage  as  per  the  provisions  of  section 13(1)(ia)  

of the Hindu Marriage  Act,  1955. 
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8.          The   respondent was  represented  by his  

engaged advocate  but  he  did  not  appear  to 

contest  the  case.   Hence, the   case  proceeded  ex-

parte  against  the respondent.  

  

9.         I have  heard the Ld. Counsel for  the  

petitioner and gone through the material evidence on 

record to decide the suit.  The  Petitioner  has  

adduced  her  evidence  alongwith  evidence of  

another  witness   in  support  of  her  case.    

 
Discussion,  Decision &  Reasons  thereof: 

 
10.         The  Petitioner  as  PW.1,  Smt. Rita  Yadav,  

and Sri  Dilip  Yadav   as PW.2  adduced  their  

evidences  and it is evident that  they  have testified 

in a similar and identical manner as that of the 

contents of the petition  of  the  petitioner, which is 

narrated  above, as such, their evidences on affidavit 

are not repeated here for sake of brevity. 

 

11.          As  the  suit  proceeded  ex-parte there  is  

nothing to discard the  evidences.    

 

12.          Today, after going through the evidence 

adduced by the petitioner and  her  witness, I find 

that the petitioner has proved her case. I am 

satisfied that the marriage between the petitioner 

and the respondent has irretrievably broken down  
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and there is no possibility of reconciliation between 

them. There is nothing to discard the evidence of the 

petitioner and her  witness. Therefore, the petitioner 

deserves to be given a decree, as prayed for. 

Accordingly, the marriage  solemnized  between the 

petitioner namely,  Smt. Rita  Yadav   and   the 

respondent,  Sri  Rajesh  Yadav   on 12.05.19  stands 

dissolved U/s. 13(1)(1a)  of  the Hindu  Marriage  Act 

1955 

 
13.          Prepare a decree accordingly.  

 
14.          The suit is disposed of ex-parte without cost.  

 
 
        Given under my hand and seal of this Court on 

this the 28th    day of    July, 2022.   

 
 
Dictated and corrected by me. 

 
 

        (J.K  Das)                     (J.K  Das )   
Addl. District Judge-2(FTC),         Addl. District Judge-2(FTC),                

Tinsukia.                                       Tinsukia       


